kanga. There was also the opportunity for
children to create their own hat.
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Thorndown’s first week with a subject focus of Religious
“Wow”, “What fun”, “It’s exciting” and
“Fabulous!”

All comments heard from

children about experiences that they have had
during the week, which I believe sums up this
week of RE. It has been a truly amazing week,
learning about ‘shared values’ of some of the
world’s major religions.
Year One children had a long walk into town
but their weary little legs were soon forgotten
when Father Alex at All Saints Church opened
the doors and let the children explore.

In

Pre-School

and

Reception,

children

discovered that people can have different
faiths and sometimes they can wear hats
which can show their belief through the book
‘Hat’s of Faith’. Children had great fun trying
on a variety of different headwear.
They tried on robes, explored the font and
had a go at bell ringing. They also heard the
organ and looked round the features of a
church.
Ronnie said” I liked putting my hands in the
water.”
They also looked at symbols and some
enjoyed making cookies

showing these

symbols of faith, I understand everyone
enjoyed eating them later! Children also had
the opportunity to experience a variety of
different craft activities: creating a mosque,
making a stain glass window, a Star of David, a
Divali lamp holder and a Sikh comb called a

Odette said” I liked ringing the noisy bells.”

All children enjoyed the experiences and the
visit allowed children to understand what can
be found inside a typical Christian church.
A longer journey was required for the Year
Two children to explore the Sikh Gurdwara in
Peterborough but a warm welcome awaited
them.

Everyone was then tasked with a fact finding
mission,

children

explored

the

whole

Gurdwara looking for answers. One question
was how many pages were in the Guru Granth
Sahib? I wonder if anyone remembers?
Another walk into town was needed for Year
Three children to visit the Mosque. We had
the honour of being invited to observe prayer.
Everyone was asked to cover their heads,
remove their shoes and wash their hands
before entering the prayer hall where the
‘Guru Granth Sahib’ was laid under an ornate
canopy. Children listened carefully and learnt
a lot about Sikhism. They were also shown
instruments which are used during services.
“It was interesting seeing the clock for when
they pray”
Children entered the mosque and removed
their shoes before going into the prayer hall.
The carpet fascinated many as they found a
place to observe.
One child asked “Is it real gold?”
Children received a chocolate too, as Sikhs
have a strong value of sharing. This was
reinforced in the ‘Langar’ where children
served each other drinks and biscuits.
“Why do you pray?”
An explanation of the prayers the children had
observed was then given by Juned who had
welcomed us. Telling children about the

prayer times, how Muslims pray and the
meanings behind the sequence of moves. The
Year 3 children then had the opportunity to
ask questions.Upon leaving the prayer hall,
children were shown the ritual of preparation
for prayer
It was an early start for Year Five children who
ventured

to

the

Hindu

Temple

in

Peterborough. We had been invited to
observe the Aarti ceremony. It involved the
giving of food, light and gifts to the Gods of
the temple.

Many children said that they found it
interesting how Muslims wash before prayer.
Judaism was the focus faith for Year Four
children. Janet Berkman visited the school to
talk about her faith. She focused upon the Ten

“They kept ringing the bell.”

Commandments as the values of being a Jew.
Also she talked about life as a Jew and
observing Sabbath and other rituals including
festivals and Jewish rites of passage such as
Bar Mitza.

After the ceremony we had the opportunity to
explore the shrines and then talked about the
Hindu faith learning about what things mean
and why they are important to people of the
Hindu faith.

Children were invited to wear a kippah as
passages from the Torah were read. Janet
explained why certain things happen and the

It was a surprise to hear how many Hindu

meanings behind them.

Gods there are.

“They give real food to the Gods three times

Key Stage Two also had the opportunity to

a day, breakfast, lunch and dinner!”

visit the Inspire Prayer Space that took over
Dragonfly classroom for a couple of days.

Year Six children had two visitors come to
Before entering children removed their shoes
school to discuss their beliefs. A Buddhist nun
and then they explored a number of thought
in her full ceremonial robes visited and talked
provoking activities in a calm relaxing
about her faith and she explained the detail of
environment.
her robes and the meaning of each part.

She also showed everyone who wished to
participate how to meditate. She encouraged
children to consider their own well-being and
talked about some benefits of meditation and

“It was really quiet; you could relax, pray or

how this is an important factor of Buddhist

reflect how you want. It was cool.”

values.
Finally

all

undertaken

the

learning

throughout

children

the

week

had
was

displayed in the hall for everyone to come and
see. Guided reading had used stories or the
special texts from the focused faith. Extended
writing also had a RE emphasis. There were
creative activities too, such as designing your
Charlie told me “I meditated when I got
home”
Year Six also had a visit from two gentlemen
from the Humanist society. They came to
discuss the belief and values of a Humanist.

own God, stained glass windows or creating a
prayer mat to name a few.
I asked children at the beginning to enjoy and
be inspired by RE week and they have
demonstrated through their voices, actions
and their work to have achieved this. Thank
you everyone for your help and support in
making the week a success.
Mrs Judy Bralee

